:: The New Matriarchy Celebrates Men ::
We have grown quite accustomed to having our love for men called into question, as sadly
many still cannot discern the difference between patriarchy and the masculine. For some still
clinging to the dogma of the last era, our focus on women in itself appears to degrade and
devalue men. This sense of lack  this belief that there isn’t enough space for all of us 
perpetuates itself like a parasite. You will find that the further you go on this path, some will
indeed call you out with ridiculous and trumped up allegations of “manhating” or some other
nonsense. This is a projection of ignorance and can have the same effect as psychic attack.
We find the best antidote to such parasitic energy is to simply disengage with it. It feeds off of
reactivity, excessive explanation, anger and argument. By disengaging from this ignorance, we
clear our outrage from within the protection of sacred space. It is perfectly natural to feel anger
at this pervasive, unwanted energetic that seems to linger, and which, for many of us, has
followed us throughout incarnations. But to assume that the study and exaltation of the Sacred
Feminine is a reaction to men constitutes an act of supreme arrogance! This arrogance can feel
particularly appalling for those of us called specifically to serve women through this sacred work.
If this resonates for you, we encourage you to transform the energy by expressing feelings,
releasing them, and clearing yourself and your surrounding space of these toxic energies. Then
move on. We do not need to take on negativity that does not come from us or belong to us. We
are not the filters of such negativity. Feel free to minimize interactions with people who
consistently bring this type of energetic into your space. And rest assured, Beloved Woman,
this nuisance will not always loom on the peripheries of our circles. Such pestilence will indeed
be eradicated, precisely because *we* did the serious work of observing it without internalizing
it’s poison. This quantum change emerges from healing our own fear of being misunderstood,
judged, and misrepresented.
Let us exalt men and the Sacred Masculine, but not as any response to the energetics we
discussed above. Let us bring a higher vibration of love, respect and admiration to our
celebration. Because surely we love men! The more we move along this path of awakening the
feminine, the more we discover an ever more expansive adoration for the masculine in all it’s
specific multiplicities. Loving myself has most certainly inspired everexpanding, rich love for
the men in my life. Truth be told, there is so much good love for men here in our circles of
women. We find that our sisters in the circuitry are some of the most manloving, worshipfull
priestesses on the planet! Whew! Y’all know some serious, good loving of some fine, beautiful,
creative, powerful good men! We are playing with this silliness here because laughter brings
such healing, and we have been through so much as men and women on this journey. We
welcome in galaxies of healing laughter and playfulness so sweet that we realize nothing ever
actually trespassed upon our shared sacred garden. May we birth into being every delight and
kindness between ourselves and our menfolk, for surely we no longer require pain and
opposition to evolve together.
Let us pause as a collective here and allow our love for the Sacred Masculine to well up within
us and pour through our very beingness. Drink in breaths of gratitude. Exhale gratitude. Our

tribe of men is absolutely beside us, in this very moment, sharing this grand journey, healing
and evolving alongside us. They have much to heal, just as we do. Patriarchy hurt us all.
Valuing creation based on competition and hierarchy hurt us all. The more we step into our
power as women, the quality of the men who surround us grows ever more refined. We are
healing together. Keep your eyes open for these true kings among the masses. You are their
rightful lovers, sisters, wives, mothers, daughters, spiritual leaders and healers. When you do
choose to connect with these men through the high ceremony of sex, whole generations of grief
and discord will slough off of you both, revealing the truth about the legacy of our ancient love.
In the spirit of welcoming the masculine, we invite you to listen to the following talk from David
Hale. David is a mystic, a southern gentleman, a worker, an artist, and an ordained Reverend.
His words are an offering from the heart of the Sacred Masculine, just for you.
:: LISTEN TO DAVID SHARE SACRED MASCULINE WISDOM +
WELCOME YOU TO SACRED CIRCLE :: HERE ::

